
Fast & Easy AI Based market access 

planning



CHANGES IN THE WORLD

The World is becoming international



THERE WILL BE WINNERS AND LOSERS

 Companies which don’t have a solid strategy not only in marketing but

also Regulatory and market access, will have a short life

 A crucial point is not only having a product, but understanding, ideally

during or before late developments phase, what do you need to do to

get approval and reimbursement in markets.



MARKET ENTRY

 Ideally, a Company should have the possiblity of knowing the

market entry needs at a low cost, with the appropiate local 

support to do a “cultural decoding”



NEW WORLD

 The old way of understanding the market entry processess was:

 Leaving 100% to distributors - Might be too late

 By trial and error - Ineffective and costly

 Relying on old Info on file or dubious internet sources

 Expensive expertise from consultants



NEW WORLD 

 The new world approach encompasses:

 The use of AI to facilitate process and reduce costs

 Local expertise tailored to product

 Fast access to a tool always available

 Constantly updated materials



In order to plan 

commercial success 

payer insights are 

required early in the 

product development

Why mAxInsights?

Payers dictate the 

availability and pricing of 

therapies & diagnostics 

across the world

In order to convince

(internal & external) 

investors for a 

programme, knowledge

of the payer landscape is

needed

mAxInsights helps health 

care companies to enter 

new markets quickly & 

effectively



Why mAxInsights?



Why mAxInsights?

The team at mAxInsights, including founders Dr. Stefan Walzer and Ron de 

Graaff, comprises highly seasoned market access consultants with extensive 

expertise.

They transferred their knowledge into mAxInsights and combined it with

the latest AI technology



What is mAxInsights?

mAxInsights is an AI Based Market 

Access planning tool for different 

countries

mAxInsights offers a fast, reliable 

an affordable market access

planning service

mAxInsights provides detailed

knowlegde about reimbursement

pathways, already established

products, prices and many more

in different countries

The local consultants behind the 

tool ensure that your strategies 

are finely tuned to the local 

market



What is mAxInsights?

Quick clinical 

assessment

Reimbursement

codes, 

epidemiology and 

patient numbers

Reimbursement

process per 

country

mAxInsights enables health care companies to generate 
the following documents in few minutes with a fingertip:



How does it look like?

Reimbursment Pathway tool:

Find the appropriate

reimbursement pathway for

your product

Clinical Trial scoring: 

Compare the clinical

relevance of your

product with the

medical standard



How does it look like?

Reimbursment Pathway tool:

Find the appropriate

reimbursement pathway for

your product

Epidemiology, disease

description, ICD, 

procedure

codes, 

inpatientcodes,

outpatientcodes, 

drugs and prices



How can I access mAxInsights?

MAX Insights – your easy market access in healthcare
Request a Demo

https://max-insights.com/



